<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actual Pages</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewed Pages</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duplicate Pages</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Released Pages</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referred Pages</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withheld Pages</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Precedence: ROUTINE

To: National Security
  Attn: [Redacted]

Counterterrorism
  Attn: [Redacted]

Information Resources
  Attn: [Redacted]

From: Office of the General Counsel
      National Security Law Unit/Fm. 1975
      Contact: [Redacted]

Approved By: [Redacted]

Drafted By: [Redacted]

Case ID #: 661-HQ-A1247863-46

Title: GUIDANCE REGARDING THE USE OF CHOICEPOINT
        FOR FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION OR
        FOREIGN COUNTERTERRORISM INVESTIGATIONS

Synopsis: (U) This responds to a request from the Training
          Unit, National Security Division (NSD) for advice concerning
          legal restrictions on the use of ChoicePoint for foreign
          intelligence collection or foreign counterintelligence
          investigations.

Administrative: (U) This communication contains one or more
                footnotes. To read the footnotes, download and print the

Details: (U) After receiving various e-mail announcements
          concerning the FBI’s Public Source Information Program1 -- one
          of which stated in pertinent part:

1 (U) See, e.g., e-mail dated 2/23/00 from Special
     Case Support Unit, Field & Headquarters Support Section, Information Resources
     Division, to Public Source (Points of Contact), titled "New Pub Source Info
     Program": e-mail dated 1/19/00 from SCU, IHSS, IRB, to All
     Public Source Customers: "All Public Source FOC, titled "ChoicePoint."
resources for criminal law enforcement purposes. The result of that work was the promulgation of the DOJ Online Principles in November of 1999. While these principles state that they are intended to apply only to federal law enforcement agents enforcing criminal laws— and, thus, are not controlling authority with regard to the methods use to conduct FCI investigations—they nevertheless provide guidance and useful analogies with regard to the parameters of the Attorney General Guidelines. Pending the promulgation of similar guidance by the Department of Justice (DOJ) concerning the use of the Internet in the course of FCI investigations, our advice here is based, in part, on the concepts reflected in the DOJ Online Principles. Additionally, as discussed below, with regard to the Training Unit's specific questions concerning the use of CLANDSAT in combination with foreign intelligence and foreign counter-intelligence investigations, we have obtained the opinion of the Deputy Counsel for Intelligence Operations, Office of


6 (U) The Overview to the DOJ Online Principles states on page 2 that "(w)hile other agencies may find these Guidelines useful, they are intended to apply only to federal law enforcement agents enforcing criminal laws." In a similar manner, the FBI Principles state that "these principles do not apply to FBI Foreign Counter Intelligence (FCI) or International Terrorism (IT) investigations."

7 (U) It almost goes without saying that there are many important legal distinctions that can be drawn between investigations conducted principally for national security purposes—i.e., investigations undertaken to gather foreign intelligence information—and investigations conducted to develop evidence for criminal prosecution. An exhaustive discussion of the national security caseload in this area is beyond the scope of this opinion. suffice it to say that the courts have long recognized that the executive branch not only has superior expertise in the area of foreign intelligence (collection), it is also constitutionally designated as the pre-eminent authority in the conduct of foreign affairs." United States v. Trump Mink Furs, 476 F.2d 908 (4th Cir. 1972). See also United States v. United States District Court (Keith), 401 U.S. 297 (1971). Consistent with his authority to prescribe regulations governing intelligence activities, the President has promulgated Executive Order 12333 which vests the Intelligence Community, with legal authority to use "all reasonable and lawful means...to ensure that the United States will receive the best intelligence available." Executive Order 12333 is the legal basis for the department's promulgation of the FCIS.
Intelligence Policy and Review (OIPR), DOJ, concerning the restrictions set forth in Section III.B of the Attorney General Guidelines. With respect to CII investigations, the fundamental legal authority for the FBI to conduct counterintelligence activities and collect foreign intelligence information within the United States (and abroad) is Executive Order (EO) 12333. The Order specifically provides that the Attorney General may establish procedures that permit the collection, retention and dissemination of "Information that is publicly available or collected with the consent of the person concerned." The Attorney General Guidelines set forth those procedures, and "govern all foreign intelligence, foreign counterintelligence, foreign intelligence support activities and intelligence investigations of international terrorism conducted by the FBI."

The Attorney General Guidelines provide that intelligence collection must be conducted using the least intrusive means that will provide information of the quality, scope and timeliness required. Such investigations, of course, must also be conducted in a manner that is consistent with the Constitution and laws of the United States and Executive orders. With respect to the use of the Internet to conduct intelligence investigations, this Office has previously opined that "[FBI personnel] who are collecting information in support of the FBI's CUI/counterintelligence mission [are permitted] to use the Internet and collect publicly available information..."
... so long as [the collection of that information] conforms to the requirements of the Privacy Act and relevant Attorney General Guidelines." Our opinion with regard to these issues has not changed. To the extent that there is any potential for conflict between the resources available to FBI personnel to conduct online investigations and the limitations set forth in the Attorney General Guidelines, the latter are controlling and must be followed.

(U) Concerning the ability of federal law enforcement agents to obtain information from "unrestricted sources," the DOJ Online Guidelines provide that:

Law enforcement agents may obtain information from publicly accessible online sources and facilities under the same conditions as they may obtain information from other sources generally available to the public.12

In the Commentary explaining this Principle, the DOJ Online Guidelines indicate that:

Obtaining information from online facilities configured for public access is a minimally intrusive law enforcement activity. For Fourth amendment purposes, an individual does not have a reasonable expectation of privacy in information he or she has made available to the general public . . . Similarly, an individual does not have a reasonable expectation of privacy in personal information that is made publicly available by others (such as publicly available Internet telephone directories).13

---

12 (U) Memorandum from [Redacted], OGC, to Division 5 personnel, dated 7/1/98 and titled "Internet Access for Foreign Counter-intelligence (FBI)/Counterterrorism "Purposes Accessed in [a] Name Other Than FBI.GOV."

13 (U) Principle 1, Obtaining Information from Unrestricted Sources, DOJ Online Principles, p.8.

16 (U) Id.
The DOJ Online Principles, we note, do not specifically define the terms "publicly available" or "online facilities configured for public access." However, concerning the concepts of "public information," "publicly available," and "available to the public" -- terms which we regard as essentially synonymous -- the DOJ Online Principles state that:

Under this Principle, online information available to anyone willing to pay a subscription or other user fee is "available to the public" in the absence of additional access restrictions.11

This guidance is consistent with the definition of the term "publicly available" in the Attorney General Guidelines:

[Publicly available information is] information that has been published, or broadcast for general public consumption, is available on request to any member of the general public, could lawfully be seen or heard by any casual observer, or is made available at a meeting open to the general public.16

(U) These definitions, we believe, are unambiguous and clearly reflect Departmental policy permitting the use of information gleaned from public sources, including the Internet. Thus, we reiterate our prior conclusion that resource use of the Internet may be used to collect publicly available information for FBI investigations "so long as [the collection of that information] conforms to the requirements of the Privacy Act and the Attorney General Guidelines."19

There is, however, the additional legal issue presented here concerning the FBI's use of ChoicePoint: namely, whether the use of a private (i.e., commercial) information resource, such as ChoicePoint, is consistent with the Attorney General Guidelines which place specific restrictions on the use

17 (U) Commentary, Principle 1, DOJ Online Principles.
18 (U) Sec. II, R, FCIG.
19 ^ Ainora memo, cited infra, n.13.
consistent with the language of the Attorney General Guidelines, which describes “publicly available information” as information "published or broadcast for general public consumption, ... available on request to any member of the general public, [or] that which could lawfully be seen or heard by any casual observer, or [would be] available at a meeting open to the general public." 22

To resolve this issue, we need look first to the principal source of the Attorney General Guidelines, the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA). 23 When Congress crafted the Act twenty-two years ago, it sought to balance the federal government’s inherent power to protect the Nation’s security interests with the Fourth Amendment’s restrictions on law enforcement activity. 24 Mindful of past abuses, Congress placed strict limitations on the government’s ability to conduct covert intelligence gathering activities without court authorization. Every application to the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISC) to conduct some form of intelligence collection activity must, of course, meet the requirements of both the FISA and the Constitution. In this regard, each application must be signed by the head of an intelligence gathering agency, be approved by the Attorney General and be authorized by the FISC. Additionally, the target of a proposed surveillance must be a foreign power or an agent of a foreign power, the information sought must be intended for foreign intelligence purposes, and the certification signed by the head of the requesting agency must state that the information to be gathered cannot be gained by any other, less-intrusive means. In short, the FISA was written deliberately to create multiple layers of scrutiny and to place rigorous limitations on the government’s otherwise vast power to gain information on U.S. citizens and other legal residents of this country. 25

22[2][2]
23 Sec. 7, 50 U.S.C. App. 4001 et seq.
24 50 U.S.C. § 1801 et seq.
These criteria are fully reflected in the Attorney General Guidelines. Specific legal requirements must be met to
As a limited exception to those requirements, Section 111.8.5 of the Attorney General Guidelines provides, in pertinent part, as follows:

1. Collect information from U.S. Government agencies...

2. Examine FBI records, review publicly available reference material or check the records of one public agency in order to obtain identifying data concerning an unknown person for indexing purposes;

3. Examine FBI records and review publicly available reference material in order to obtain identifying data concerning a known person for indexing purposes.

(Emphasis added.)

Stated differently, all other intelligence gathering activities which are not limited to the collection of information from U.S. Government agencies, FBI records, publicly available reference material or record checks of one public agency can only be conducted if a

the Attorney General Guidelines still limit the scope of those inquiries to the sources of information itemized in Section 111.8.3 -- namely: FBI indices and files, and the examination of publicly available records and other documentary sources of information, when approved by the SAC or other appropriate supervisory personnel. Clearly, these restrictions

See Section 111, FCG;

Section 111.8 and C, FCG;

These criteria have been summarized. See Section 111.8.3.a, b and c, FCG.
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or counterintelligence operations. The legal effect of OIPR's opinion is merely to reiterate the existing requirements of the Attorney General Guidelines."

(\textit{\textsuperscript{19}}) We also were asked to consider whether the FBI's use of ChoicePoint is consistent with the restrictions of the \textit{Fair Credit Reporting Act} ("FCRA" or "the Act") (codified at 15 U.S.C. § 1681 et seq). In our opinion, it is.

\textbf{(U)} The FCRA protects information in consumer (credit) reports compiled by consumer reporting agencies from disclosure except for the permissible purposes described in Section 1681b of the Act. As used in the Act, however, the term "consumer report" is defined, in pertinent part, in Section 1681a(d) as:

any written, oral, or other communication of any information by a consumer reporting agency bearing on a consumer's credit worthiness, credit standing, credit capacity, character, general reputation, personal characteristics, or mode of living which is used or expected to be used or collected in whole or in part for the purpose of serving as a factor in establishing the consumer's eligibility for --

\begin{itemize}
  \item [(A)] credit or insurance to be used primarily for personal, family, or household purposes;
  \item [(B)] employment purposes; or
  \item [(C)] any other purpose authorized under section 1681b of [Title 15].
\end{itemize}

(Emphasis added.)

In this instance, none of the information which the FBI would seek to review has been collected by ChoicePoint for any of the

\textbf{(U)} OGC will prepare appropriate correspondence to advice all concerned regarding OIPR's opinion concerning the use of ChoicePoint for foreign intelligence collection and foreign counterintelligence investigations. This guidance should also be reflected in SCIU's periodic "public source" e-mail concerning ChoicePoint.
purposes highlighted above. Because ChoicePoint does not collect “public record information” for any of the highlighted purposes, ChoicePoint is not acting as a “consumer reporting agency” for purposes of the FCRA, and the collected information therefore does not constitute a “consumer report.”

38 We note that the “catch all” provision in subsection 1681a(d)(1)(E), “any other purpose authorized under section 1681b of this title”) refers to such things as evaluating a consumer for employment, promotion, reassignment, or retention, the underwriting of insurance, a determination of a consumer’s eligibility for a license or other benefit granted by a governmental entity, evaluation of a consumer as a potential investor, and establishing an individual’s eligibility or an individual’s capacity to pay child support. None of these limitations pertain to the Bureau’s use of the public record information for its law enforcement functions or restrict the government’s ability to consider public record information for foreign counterintelligence purposes.

39 (U) A “consumer reporting agency” means any ‘individual, partnership, corporation, trust, estate, cooperative, association, government or governmental subdivision or agency, or other entity’ (§ 1681a(d)) which, for monetary fees, does, or on a cooperative basis, regularly engages in whole or in part in the practice of assembling or evaluating consumer credit information or other information on consumers for the purpose of furnishing consumer reports to third parties, and which uses any means or facility of interstate commerce for the purpose of preparing or furnishing consumer reports.” § 1681s(f). See, e.g., "D'Angelo v. Wilmington Medical Center, Inc., 513 F. Supp. 1250, 1257 (D.Del. 1981) (definition restricted the scope of the statutory concept to firms which assemble or evaluate consumer credit information, implying a function which involved more than receipt and retransmission of information identifying a particular debt. The FCRA is directed at firms which, as a regular part of their business, aggregate credit information on individual consumers, prepare credit evaluations, and report those evaluations to persons or firms who rely on them in making decisions about extending consumer credit or offering employment.)

30 (U) See Health vs. Credit Bureau of Shadrack, Inc., 618 F.2d 693 (10th Cir. 1980) (holding that “a critical phrase in the definition of consumer report is the record requirement: the relevant information must be ‘used or expected to be used or collected in whole or in part for the purpose of serving as a factor’ with regard to the enumerated transactions. . . . Thus, if a credit bureau supplies information on a consumer that bears on personal financial status, but does not know the purpose for which the information is to be used, it may be reasonable to assume the agency expected the information to be used for a proper purpose.”), see also Portex vs. Retail Credit Co., 554 F.2d 1041 (1977)(quoting a Federal Trade Commission staff opinion supporting this interpretation); Emerson v. J. P. Shee Co., 76 Cal. App. 3d 579 (1978) holding that the FCRA does not apply to commercial credit reports issued for purposes other than establishing a consumer’s eligibility for credit or insurance to be used primarily for personal, family, or household purposes, or employment purposes, or other purposes authorized under the FCRA; Fortes v. Talbot Parking Childen’s Services, 355 F.Supp. 174 (S.D.N.Y. 1973) holding that for a report to constitute a “consumer report” and fall within the
Consequently, because the information being provided in any particular case is not a "consumer report" as that term is used in the Act, the other requirements of the Act do not apply.

We turn next to the request that we define the terms "known" and "unknown" for the purposes of the Attorney General Guidelines. Concerning this issue, the request for our opinion quotes portions Section III.B.3 of the Attorney General Guidelines pertaining to and questions whether the underlined language (footnoted below) should be interpreted to mean that the FBI may check only the records of one public agency to obtain public information concerning an unknown person. If so, the writer posits, then the use of the Internet exceeds the legal standard because that resource can check the records of numerous public entities. We disagree.

Concerning the definitions of the terms "known" and "unknown," neither of these terms is defined in the Attorney General Guidelines, Executive orders, or Departmental regulations that pertain to foreign intelligence collection. Consequently, the coverage of the FCRA, the report must communicate information which bears on the consumer's credit status or general reputation and which is used in a determination of the consumer's eligibility for credit, employment, insurance, or other commercial benefit specified in the FCRA).

Concerning these definitions, we also were asked whether an individual's status as known or unknown restricts the Bureau's ability to use Choicepoint as a public source in conjunction with the conduct of:

b. examine FBI records, review publicly available reference material or check the records of one public agency in order to obtain identifying data concerning an unknown person for indexing purposes;

c. examine FBI records and review publicly available reference material in order to obtain identifying data concerning a known person for indexing purposes...
they are not considered to be "terms of art" or to have any special meaning or unique legal significance. To the contrary, we believe that for the purposes of the *Attorney General Guidelines*, these terms have only common sense meanings: An individual is "known" if he or she can be identified by name or an alias, and, thus, distinguished from other individuals. 43

With regard to the possibility that the use of the Internet to obtain public agency data may be impermissible if used in conjunction with a person under *III.B.5.b* concerning an unknown person, this interpretation of the *Attorney General Guidelines* would require that a reader of the *Guidelines* parse the language of the regulation and ignore that portion of Section III.B.5.b which specifically authorizes the review of "publicly available reference material." As reflected by the language quoted on page 5 above pertaining to FBI personnel have the option under the *Attorney General Guidelines* either "to review publicly available reference material" or "check the records of one public agency." Checking the records of a public agency -- i.e., a government source -- may be preferable or even required when an investigator requires a higher degree of confidence that the information being sought will be complete, accurate and "official." The use of an Internet resource simply may not afford FBI personnel the level of confidence required in a particular instance. This, however, is an operational decision, not a legal one. The *Attorney General Guidelines* do not preclude the use of an Internet resource to obtain publicly available identifying data concerning either known or unknown persons.

**Conclusion**

In summary, it is our opinion that, as stated in the *DOJ Guidelines*, "obtaining information from online facilities configured for public access is a minimally intrusive law enforcement activity." 44 In this regard, individuals "do not have a reasonable expectation of privacy in personal information that has been made publicly available . . . ." 45 FBI personnel who are tasked to collect information in support of FBI's foreign

---

43 *Id.*

44 *Matter's II* defines "unknown" as not disclosed or identified.

45 *Principle I. Obtaining Information from Unrestricted Sources. DOJ Guidelines*, p.4.
intelligence or foreign counterintelligence operations are permitted to use the Internet to collect publicly available information, provided the collection of that information conforms to the requirements of the DOJ Online Principles and Attorney General Guidelines. In collecting foreign intelligence and conducting foreign counterintelligence investigations, FBI personnel may not review the ChoicePoint data prior to the [Redacted]. Finally, the Attorney General Guidelines do not preclude the use of an Internet resource, such as ChoicePoint, to obtain publicly available identifying data concerning either known or unknown persons.

No manual changes are required as a consequence of this opinion.

LEAD (s):

Set Lead 1: (Adm)

NATIONAL SECURITY

AT WASHINGTON, DC

Distribute the foregoing opinion to NSD personnel affected.

Set Lead: (Adm)
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AT WASHINGTON, DC

Distribute the foregoing opinion to ASD personnel affected.
To: National Security
From: Office of the General Counsel
Re: 65F-HQ-A124 43-22, 09/05/2001
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WHAT CAN BUTTE AND SAVANNAH ITS DO FOR ME?

Nothing is more dangerous than an idea when you have only one idea.
AND LAST BUT CERTAINLY NOT LEAST:

Well, I think that is all the news I have "up my sleeve" for awhile. I hope it tidies you over til the next issue. I am sure I have left some topics out, so please contact your POC with any questions you have. If you need me, I am here, and welcome YOUR feedback, positive and negative. I completely welcome any "far-out, funky" lines on how to use public source information, you never know, you may think they are far-out, but they may be very do-able, just ask ...! I need to know if this program is serving your needs, so DO NOT HESITATE TO LET ME KNOW WHAT YOU THINK! It is your feedback is directly responsible all improvements in this program.

I am thrilled with the acquisition of ChoicePoint, Westlaw and Lexis-Nexis. I hope you are equally as happy. I do not want anyone to think I was solely responsible for this transition, there were many people who made it happen. (UT-OH, get ready, my "dorkiness" is getting ready to rear it's head - I am known for it...LOL) There are some people I would like to thank for making our acquisition of the three top providers possible:

Thank you so much for your work in the Tempe division. is the Paralegal who first made me aware of the contract between FBI, DOJ and Westlaw. She is the one who first "tangled me out" to Westlaw and it's abundant news archives. are responsible for all investigative personnel having access to Westlaw, thank you for "not holding back" your ideas and options.

from Chicago has been an invaluable resource for me. He has given me great feedback and come up with ideas on how to write up additional budget justifications, the has provided me with success stories to add to my budget requests, and ensured the feedback from Chicago was heard "loud and clear." She has also been a great "ear" when I needed to vent ...LOL yes, poop! Thank you.

For helping to find alternative procurement vehicles, thank you.

And all the members of the Public Sources Information Working Group. Thank you to HUO and ODT for providing additional fun for making this happen:

Thank you to all the personnel who have sent the thousands of e-mails. Thank you for the feedback and your patience. This newsletter is at the last 3 days your experts regarding ChoicePoint have been forwarded to ChoicePoint.
Lastly, and this is very personal, thank you for everything you do. For any of you who know me, you know I very easily put my foot in my mouth and get myself into trouble by 'talking my mouth off'. Though everything, the budget crisis, the negative feedback, the positive feedback, you have stood behind me. For that I am truly grateful.

If you need to get in touch with me, do not hesitate to e-mail me or call me. An EC will be forthcoming regarding this information. Only with the alliance of everyone working with each other are great things born.
The FBI's Public Source Information Program
Fact Versus Fiction
Objectives of this presentation

- Types of information available to law enforcement
- History and growth of the FBI’s Public Source Information Program (PSIP)
- FBI’s PSIP and its support of the investigative objectives of the FBI
- Demo of ChoicePoint
- Recent news articles on the FBI’s usage of public source information (Fact vs. Fiction)
- Privacy legislation recently passed and its potential impact on law enforcement’s availability of public records
- Discussion of policy for the use of public source information during criminal cases
Public Source Databases

Contain billions of public records including:
- Property records
- Census information
- Professional licenses
- Telephone books
- Newspaper articles
- Drivers records
- Vehicle records
- Credit Bureau Headers
In the beginning, there was Lexis-Nexis......

It met the needs of many, due to the fact it contained:

- Public Source Information
- News Article Archives
- Legal Information

This was the first time in FBI history, these types of information were so easily accessible to investigative personnel.
A revolution occurred

- Birth of the Internet
- You no longer have a college course to learn how to operate a computer
- Computers are not "just for nerds" anymore
- Information Super Highway was built
Many databases are now available and are much more user-friendly

- ChoicePoint – Public records
- WestLaw – Legal information and news
- Lexis-Nexis – Public records, legal information and news
- Dun and Bradstreet – Records regarding companies
- Credit Bureau Reports – Live credit header information
How much has the FBI's use of public source info grown?

Usage of public source information systems has increased by 9,600% since 1992.
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Success of the PSIP

TOP TEN FUGITIVE CAPTURED: Aurileas Dame McClarty - He was wanted for a Florida bank robbery and numerous other crimes in between. Information found in ChoicePoint, McClarty was located. McClarty was taken into custody without incident. - Baltimore Division

I was able to locate a fugitive through the ChoicePoint database within minutes of getting the printout. I heard about ChoicePoint replacing Lexis-Nexis in the morning and sent a request to our OpCenter just after. Received reply within an hour and a half. Based on this Info, the fugitive was located. Since that time, all the Agents on the NY Fugitive Squad have been using this service for our cases. The fact that we can do it ourselves (either from the office or from home) makes it real convenient. The amount of info. generated is a real plus for fugitive investigations." - New York Division

After 24 years of eluding the FBI, a fugitive wanted for armed robbery and the brutal murder of a prominent Louisiana Attorney and State Senator was found using public source information. - SITC

During the investigation of the Egypt Airlines crash, timely access to public source information gave the FBI the ability to rapidly assess the bonafides of the passengers on the plane, permitting early conclusions to be drawn regarding possible causes of the crash.
Success of the RSIP

A subject from Oklahoma was a fugitive for 17 years. As a result of information, subject's alibi was destroyed in court and revealed a outstanding warrant in Florida. He was sentenced to 52 years and 3 months. -SITC

Huey Rich, son of US Rep. Bobby Rush, D-III, was killed by two individuals claiming to be police, who wore bulletproof vests, carried badges and walkie-talkies, when they shot and robbed Rich. Leo Foster and Darrell Prince were charged in the killing.

Prince was arrested, at the Columbus, Ohio address. - Chicago Division

Identification Order fugitive located who was wanted for the murder of his ex-wife in Louisiana. Fugitive's girlfriend was located in New Mexico which subsequently led to his arrest. -SITC
**Benefits to the FBI**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistics for Butte and Savannah for FY 2000</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of ITC requests received</td>
<td>67,952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of ITC requests with positive results</td>
<td>67,310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Subjects located</td>
<td>2,495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Subjects identified</td>
<td>4,163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Witnesses located</td>
<td>5,466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Witnesses identified</td>
<td>5,016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Assets located</td>
<td>1,067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Assets identified</td>
<td>2,092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Business identified</td>
<td>6,391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># New business associates identified</td>
<td>6,565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Financial audit trails enhanced</td>
<td>3,253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># New leads generated</td>
<td>12,516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Arrests made</td>
<td>524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of ITC requests resulting in new investigative information</td>
<td>99.10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Butte and Savannah account for only 4% of the ITC searches*
Fact Versus Fiction

Since the Wall Street Journal article in May 2001, there have been other news articles and one television show that have focused on the FBI contract with ChoicePoint and other public records providers.

There have also been many privacy websites that have discussed the FBI's use of public source information.

There is both fact and fiction contained in these documents.
WASHINGTON — Big Brother isn’t gone. He’s just been outsourced.

After surveillance scandals in the 1960s and 1970s, the Federal Bureau of Investigation and other federal law-enforcement authorities curbed their file-keeping on U.S. citizens. But in the past several years, the FBI, the Internal Revenue Service and other agencies have started buying troves of personal data from the private sector.

From their desktop computers, 25,000 agents at the FBI have access to outside data on taxpayers’ assets, driving histories, phone numbers and other personal statistics. Using a password, FBI agents can log on to a custom Web page that links them with privately owned files on tens of millions of Americans. And with just a few keystrokes, the U.S. Marshals Service can find out if a fugitive has recently rented a mailbox or acquired a new phone line.

Behind such high-tech tools are ChoicePoint, Inc., a publicly held Alpharetta, Ga., company and other commercial “look-up” services. ChoicePoint and its rivals specialize in doing what the law discourages the government from doing on its own — collecting, sorting and packaging data on individuals from scores of sources, including credit bureaus, marketers and regulatory agencies.

Privacy advocates say such outsource are violating at least the spirit of the nation’s major privacy laws, which authorize the agencies to maintain only the data about an individual that they need to do their jobs. “It’s simply an end-run around the Privacy Act” of 1974, says Marc Rotenberg, a lawyer for the Electronic Privacy Information Center, an advocacy group based here.

But in the 1990s, critics say, lawmakers never imagined that technology would pose so much data within the government’s reach, but outside its actual possession. They add that the government’s alliances with ChoicePoint and its peers have evolved largely without debate or congressional oversight at a time of increasing public concern about online threats to privacy.

ChoicePoint and its federal clients say their use of the company’s data follows both the letter and spirit of the law. And, indeed, there has been little evidence so far of privacy violations arising from government access to the data. “We are only permitted to obtain evidence and information consistent with applicable laws, including the Privacy Act, and rigorous attorney general guidelines,” says FBI spokesman John Collinswood. “A vigorous inspection process, judicial oversight of prosecuted cases and civil remedies are in place to ensure compliance by FBI employees.”

ChoicePoint Chief Executive Derek Smith calls his company’s dealings with the government “a natural extension” of its business of equipping insurers and other companies to check out perspective partners and clients. Similarly, he says, the company helps the government find criminals and uncover fraud that hurts taxpayers.
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Indeed, some attorneys think the government's reliance on outside data collectors may violate citizens' rights to protection against unreasonable searches. Gerry Goldstein, a criminal-defense lawyer in San Antonio, says that, "When the government actively encourages and solicits individuals to act on their behalf, those individuals," in effect, become government agents.

Mr. Gage of the NSI dismisses that argument. The government, he says, didn't solicit ChoicePoint or other data providers to build their databases. "They were doing this for quite some time" before the government started buying the data, he says.

Another concern cited by critics is that Uncle Sam historically has proved to be an unreliable steward of private information. In 1993, an inquiry by the General Accounting Office, Congress's investigative arm, found that the FBI's own audits had repeatedly reported misuse of the agency's biggest internal database, the National Crime Information Center. Last year, the GAO said the federal government wasn't complying with privacy standards the Federal Trade Commission had proposed for businesses. And a recent House investigation gave the government's computer-security efforts a "D-minus" grade.

Moreover, the public data ChoicePoint and its rivals use to build their databases aren't always accurate — as ChoicePoint itself has found.

In January, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People sued ChoicePoint and the state of Florida in federal court in Miami, accusing the company of supplying faulty data that led to thousands of citizens being wrongly flagged from Florida voter rolls in the November election. ChoicePoint has admitted that some data it provided was inaccurate, but it says its DFT Online Inc. unit, which was hired by the state to compile lists of convicted felons still carried on the rolls, warned state officials that the data needed to be verified. Florida election officials have blamed their predecessors and county authorities for not following through.

In another incident, this time in the private sector, a Chicago-area woman was fired in 1998 from her technical job at a major computer maker after ChoicePoint told her employer that she was a convicted drug dealer and shoplifter. In fact, the woman had an criminal record. A ChoicePoint spokesman conceded the mistake. The woman's employer fired her, but in a memo the woman said she bit both companies and reached a confidential settlement.

Until four years ago, ChoicePoint was part of Atlanta-based Equifax, like other credit bureaus, Equifax's collection and sale of personal data on American consumers has been dogged by controversy over the years, leading regulators to put stricter rules on the companies' practices.

In 1993, Mr. Smith took the helm of Equifax's insurance-services division, which helped insurers evaluate the risks of taking on new policyholders. He says he quickly realized that the money-losing unit could serve another, potentially lucrative purpose. With society becoming more mobile, he says, he decided to pitch the division's database as a way for companies to feel more secure in dealing with relative strangers. The division's fortunes rebounded, with its operating income tripling in 1994. Equifax spun off the division in off in 1997, and Mr. Smith went on as CEO.

Meanwhile, the FBI and others started to appreciate the value of computerized databases and looking to the private sector for help in gathering records. Two companies, COB Infotech and DBT, went much of this early business, because of their experience selling data to police departments.

ChoicePoint acquired COB Infotech in 1996 and purchased DBT last year. It also bought up...
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more than a dozen other firms that bought police report and records relating to drug tests, physicians’ backgrounds, insurance fraud, and litigants. DBT brought it the biggest haul. The data DBT had collected from insurers, private eyes, law firms and government doubled.

ChoicePoint data bank to 10 billion records.

NOTE: This is the same article that appears in the Wall Street Journal on April 13, 2001.

The Asian Wall Street Journal
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Thursday, April 19, 2001
Marketing & Media
U.S. Agencies Tap Outside Data Sources

ChoicePoint Specializes in Gathering Information That the FBI Is Discouraged
From Obtaining

A Fugitive rents a Mailbox
By Glenn R. Simpson

ABIX - Australian Business Intelligence: News
Copyright (C) 2001 Business Intelligence Australia Pty Ltd.
Friday, June 8, 2001
Direct marketer’s diary - privacy from ATO and police.

In early June 2001, the private sector in the US is selling information to US Government
agencies. The level of personal information being acquired by the Internal Revenue Service, the
FBI and other agencies may lead to privacy concerns. One company, ChoicePoint, is
forming alliances with Government agencies, the US Department of Justice contract worth
$US50m to the company in 2000. ChoicePoint has high technology tools that allow the
interrogation of database information from sources such as property registers, telephone listings
and motor vehicle registers. The company’s business revenue in its Government division
increased by 24%, to $US293m, in 2000.

See above article

Denver Post
Copyright 2001
Sunday, May 20, 2001
Business
Personal online data can be wrong

Jennifer Baron: Kris Hudson TECH TOWN!

I’m going to spill the beans about my sensational colleague Kris Hudson. He stole 700 pounds of
pumpkins with his fraternity brothers in college -- and got caught.

But if an employer ever did a background check with a company called ChoicePoint, they
would never have known about the prank that got him a shoplifting ticket in 1990.

ChoicePoint, based in Alpharetta, Ga., is among numerous companies that are making
the Web a convenient place to buy vast databases of personal information found in public
documents.

Facts are written, data is always available, the information isn’t always accurate.

When Kris and I called up ChoicePoint and ordered copies of our own files using our names,
addresses and Social Security numbers, we found plenty of information -- some of it we didn’t
know or remember.

The system returned home addresses of places I lived years ago that I couldn’t recall, if I wanted,
I produced names and numbers of relatives, how much we paid for our houses, who our
neighbors are and even how much they paid for their homes, too.

The general public can not buy someone else’s information from CP. They have to meet strict
guidelines imposed by the BRSO for access.

The general public can not buy someone else’s information from CP. They have to meet strict
guidelines imposed by the BRSO for access.
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But the reports missed a lot of things, including Kris' pumpkin arrest. The search also yielded no record of where he lived in Boulder for four years and queried the wrong county's databases for traffic violations for the two years he lived in Florida.

My report also contained traffic violations and misspelled my middle name. It even associated me with a couple of strangers - Tim Aldridge and Robert Aldridge - and included some inaccurate Social Security numbers. Those aren't serious concerns - unless Tim and Robert happened to be borrowing my Social Security number for their own pursuits. But errors in such databases led to serious problems for other people.

A Chicago woman reportedly got fired from her technical position at a major computer maker after ChoicePoint told her employer she was a convicted drug dealer and a shoplifter, The Wall Street Journal reported. In fact, the woman had no criminal record, and she sued both ChoicePoint and her employer. She was reinstated in her job and reached a confidential settlement, the newspaper reported.

In January, ChoicePoint was the target of another lawsuit filed by the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. The lawsuit alleged that ChoicePoint supplied the state of Florida with faulty data that led to thousands of citizens being wrongly flagged from voter rolls in the November election. The reports said they had criminal histories.

ChoicePoint admitted that some of the data it provided was inaccurate but said its DBT Online Inc. unit, which was hired by the state to compile the lists, warned state officials that the data needed to be verified.

"You could get in all this trouble and not even know it," said Richard Smith, chief technology officer for the Privacy Foundation in Denver.

Smith paid ChoicePoint $25 to search his name and Social Security number and wrote about the results in his privacy column on the foundation's Web site, www.privacyfoundation.org - which tipped us off to the issue.

Though he has a common name, Smith said his dossier suggested he might have been previously married to a woman named Mery. He might have died in 1976. And the report suggested a further search for "Ruby Smith" and "Ricky Smith," since people under those names were sitting in prison.

"There's no upside for us to being in these databases," Smith said. "It's a multi-billion-dollar business, and it's used for everything."

ChoicePoint spokesman James Lee said Smith misinterpreted his report and that human resources managers doing a background check would see a different one. Lee also said that Social Security numbers that get transmitted on public documents may be at fault for some of the problems.

People should be diligent about their personal information, Lee said. He also urged that the data do a lot of good.

Fw instance, the company's databases helped the FBI develop leads and nab at least 1,300 criminals and aided the Center for Missing and Exploited Children in finding 93 kids. The FBI relies so heavily on ChoicePoint that it paid the company $8 million last year for the dossiers of nearly every single American. And ChoicePoint even set up a special Web site for the agency.

Any business or individual may get such a Web site, with proof of a legitimate need for the
information. They also must agree to random audits to ensure the service is being used as promised.

The data are compiled from public information that has always been available in courthouses, motor vehicle departments and county property tax records, Lee said.

But the catch is that not all of us know what information is out there about ourselves, and we can't opt out of the database. Neither do we have control over who sees the information.

ChoicePoint made a nice profit, $45.3 million last year, distributing the computerized dossiers of Americans to law enforcement, newspapers and even HR managers doing background checks.

We can only hope they get things right.

Jennifer Beasepares writes on technology and the Internet. She can be reached at jbeasepares@dem.wpost.com. Kris Hudson covers telecommunications and can be reached at khudson@dem.wpost.com.

---
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Private Gunsuchos Walk All Over Us
Robert Scheer

Big Brother, it turns out, is a private dick.

Yes, you are being watched by the FBI, the IRS, the CIA, and just about every other government agency, federal and local. But guess what: They no longer do their own detective work. For the most part, the spying is now carried out by dozens of private online companies.

And leading in the battle for snooper market share is an outfit called ChoicePoint (www.choicepoint.net), which boasts of possessing some 3 billion records records it's willing to share with anyone who has the money to buy.

The Justice and Treasury departments estimate that together they spent $20 million last year on ChoicePoint's services. In fact, so dependent is the FBI on ChoicePoint that a joint Web site, ChoicePoint Online for the FBI (www.spfb.com), features the company's logo right alongside the agency's official symbol. The going price for your personal data an instant $250 fee and then $55 for each quick search stay high in taxes, but there are dozens of other companies offering your prying neighbor or angry ex-lover some cheaper variation on this very intrusive service. What's more, newspapers are getting into the business at an alarming rate and buying up massive lists of data once buried, safely in courthouses papers, in the files of medical insurance companies, and even in the records of your friendly corner bookstore.

The problem is that, as the laws are currently written, you have next to nothing in the way of privacy protection in this regard. Nor is there much hope for any immediate improvement, since a huge alliance of powerful industry lobbyists including IBM, AT&T, and Microsoft, all clamoring at the bit to sell or purchase your private data is poised to promise in fierce opposition to any privacy legislation that has a chance of passage.

How legal is it for the FBI to use private gumshoes? It would be ironic if the Teds, in paying for the data gathered by private companies, ran afoul of the Privacy Act passed by Congress in 1974. Drawn up in the aftermath of the Nixon era during which the president used the FBI and IRS to spy on journalists and others died in his infamous "enemy list" the Privacy Act
mandates that government agencies may maintain files on individuals only if they're needed to
pursue an ongoing case. So far, the FBI and other agencies have skirted that restriction by
using the spot-funded databases of private firms that are not restricted by the law. As The Wall
Street Journal put it in a front-page story in April, "ChoicePoint, its rivals specializing in
doing what the law discourages the government from doing on its own."

Clearly we citizens need protection from these private spymasters as much as we do from the
government, and this loophole needs to be closed. One way to do so is to apply to these online
"lookup services" the same rights that consumers now have to see and correct their ratings with
credit-reporting agencies. Given the widespread public dissemination of their information, these
new services have far more power to unfairly damage a person's reputation than does the old-line
credit bureaus. Indeed, ChoicePoint - a spin-off from Equifax, one of the top three credit
bureaus - is more powerful than its parent but not subject to the same legally required consumer
protections.

Just how powerful is ChoicePoint? Well, it may have helped to decide the last presidential
election. The state of Florida, aiming to exclude ineligible voters, had spent $4 million
purchasing a national list of convicted felons from one of ChoicePoint's subsidiaries. But it
emerged that in Florida, voters convicted of felonies in other states can, under certain
circumstances, legally vote though at least 2.5% of these potential voters were turned away. So
unraveled reliance on these lists, along with other documented errors by Florida officials,
could have been enough to swing the election.

This is another example of why these spys need to operate within a regulatory framework.
Letting private online clicks do the FBI's work just makes them all Unaccountable and
unanswerable by private citizens.
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BODY:

MR. MCLAUGHLIN: The surveillance society.

Recent software, called "cookies," track your every move on the Internet and elsewhere. The Federal
Bureau of Investigation's Carnivore program allows your e-mail, leaving police can peer through walls
into your home, using infrared sessions to track your every move. Video eyes in the sky fleet images of tens
in crowds so computers can compare any shots of wanted criminals with patterns.

Is this some futuristic science-fiction nightmare society? Gonna again, Mr America in the new
millennium.

Is personal privacy price? Well ask Jerry Cerasale and Marc Rottenberg.

ANNOUNCER: Brought to you in part by the Phillip Morris family of companies - Kraft Foods.

Phille Morris USA, Miller Brewing.

ANNOUNCER: Imagine a world where we're not diminishing resources, we're growing them.

Edward, a dream-seeing last made from cune. ADD: The output of what's in lanes.

MR. MCLAUGHLIN: Marc Rottenberg, do you focus on government snooping, or do you focus more
on commercial, non-government snooping?

MR. ROTTENBERG: We examine both. We think both the government and the private sector, through
the use of new technology, poses a significant threat to personal privacy. When business collects personal

Federal News Service
August 11, 2001, Monday
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MR. MCLAUGHLIN: And can that be coordinated with a real identity?

MR. ROTENBERG: Yes. In fact, that was specifically the proposal of a company called DoubleClick.

MR. MCLAUGHLIN: Right.

MR. ROTENBERG: It's a large network advertising firm that's trying to target advertising to Internet users. When they started this system, they said it went only to those who had opted in, they didn't want to know where they were going. And we said at the time that if you weren't trying to target the actual user, maybe this would be okay from a privacy viewpoint.

MR. MCLAUGHLIN: Suppose I go to the Internet and I look at the pages of a moderately respected newspaper, let's say something that's as respected as the New York Times, moderately respected, you know?

MR. ROTENBERG: Right.

MR. MCLAUGHLIN: And I look up and I read a serial of articles there, and that's my habit. Now, you could pretty much reconstruct what my interests are from what I read, correct? Whether they were business or sports or theater or whatever, correct?

MR. CERASA: Yes, if the New York Times allows that, that's correct. The New York Times will do that to you don't have to register again. The cookies are used to make sure you don't have to type in all information again. If you subscribe to the New York Times and you go there, a cookie will allow you to go straight in, just typing is a password, straight in to whatever you want on the Times, or purchasing the same kind of thing with pre-registering. That's what cookies are for.

MR. MCLAUGHLIN: Well, be right back.

(Announcement)

MR. MCLAUGHLIN: The Federal Trade Commission began to look at the cookies practice last year. What happened, Marc Rotenberg?

MR. ROTENBERG: One of the things that the FTC found was because of the design of certain websites, sensitive information, like medical information and financial information, was literally leaking from these websites, so that a person who had gone to a medical website to obtain some information, by virtue of the cookie it was possible for others to find out what they were interested in.

MR. MCLAUGHLIN: What action was prescribed by the FTC, corrective action?

MR. ROTENBERG: Well, the FTC cracked down on these sites and said you really need to do a better job of protecting on-line privacy. For the network advertisers, they said you're going to have to put in place a better program so that people can get off some of these Internet profiling systems.

MR. MCLAUGHLIN: Is this self-enforced restraint?

MR. ROTENBERG: It is, and we think that -

MR. MCLAUGHLIN: It's the honor system, huh?

MR. ROTENBERG: Right.

MR. MCLAUGHLIN: And the honor system only works when you have nobody dishonorable involved.

MR. ROTENBERG: Well, part of it, of course. But even the standards that were set out by the FTC in this case, we thought were too modest. We think there need to be stronger guidelines for Internet users so that they're not going to be profiled unless they're aware it's happening.

MR. MCLAUGHLIN: But it true that the e-mail that your members send, the e-mail that your members tend to be involved in making possible is implementation of cookies?

MR. CERASA: There are some — our members, generally they don't send e-mail to non-customers because it angers them, and they want to try and get a relationship with a customer, so they don't do that.

There are programs, I understand, and technology that they can implant a cookie or something — I don't know the specific terms any longer — on a computer. And I think that's where we're working with technology to try and eliminate that, or make sure people know what's happening.
But our members don't send that. That's not the kind of thing you want to send to a computer, because you don't want to link it to you.

MR. MCLAUGHLIN: What's an anonymizer?

MR. ROTTENBERG: An anonymizer is a way for a person to surf on the Internet without disclosing their actual identity. And it's actually very popular for Internet users to use because people are as anxious about protecting their privacy. They go to websites where they've been online to other websites and have their identity protected. We really think it's critical for the future of online privacy that these services allow people to remain anonymous be widely available.

MR. MCLAUGHLIN: Well talk about that in a little bit, because that's a huge growth industry.

MR. ROTTENBERG: Yes, it is.

MR. MCLAUGHLIN: -- in the upcoming decade, if not century. This is going to go on and on -- how you can develop a suit of armor to protect you, and that may be the ultimate answer. The ultimate repudiation, the ultimate rejection, the ultimate stone wall against invasions of privacy -- i.e., technology will go -- can go a long way in intercepting the intrusive and abhorrent searches that take place in our lives.

But I want to read to you a list of the legislation that was introduced last year to meet the privacy challenge: Consumer Privacy Protection Act, the Privacy and Identity Protection Act of 2000, the Notice of Electronic Monitoring Act, the Consumer Internet Privacy Enforcement Act, the Secure Online Communications Enforcement Act of 2000, the Freedom from Surveillance Profiling Act of 2000.

What because of all of this privacy legislation?

MR. ROTTENBERG: Well, a lot of the members of Cory's association lobbed very heavily against those bills, because businesses don't want to be regulated when they collect and use personal information. So, even though Congress is aware that the public wants legislation, wants some legal safeguards for their personal data. It's been an uphill struggle in Washington, because business is saying that they don't think they need to be regulated; they think they can solve this problem on their own.

MR. MCLAUGHLIN: But isn't it true that you are actually performing a service, in some regard, when you do get some kind of a marketing profile of an individual, a person of some advantages, like yourself?

MR. CERASALE: (Checking.)

MR. MCLAUGHLIN: Does that profit serve a useful advantage to you? For example, if you buy a book, some novel, an adventure novel, from Amazon.com, Amazon will put up on the screen, solicitingly, "You may also like to read 'To the Hilt,'" right?

MR. CERASALE: Yes.

MR. MCLAUGHLIN: And that is an accommodation to your taste and interests. Now people don't object to that, do they?

MR. CERASALE: No, they don't. They want relevant information, and that's what the -- that's what marketers are trying to get. It's trying to get relevant information to provide you with choices that you would like, but we won't try --

MR. MCLAUGHLIN: You don't think they're trying to make a little money on the side, gets a little bit more information, to make that available? You're trying to sell me all of your marketers are that high-minded?

MR. CERASALE: Well, marketers will share information with others, and our privacy promises says they have to tell you and give you a chance to say no.

But we've also -- one of the things on legislation is that you don't want to stay in today's technology. So you have to be careful on the Internet to make sure that legislation doesn't cut -- slice in old technology, because technology's creating some problems, but technology can also create some response to those problems very quickly and change fairly rapidly. We've supported PIP, which we still want to talk about a little bit later.

MR. MCLAUGHLIN: What is PIP?

MR. CERASALE: That's a privacy protection preference protocol.

MR. MCLAUGHLIN: You mean -- is this a form of opting out?
MR. CERASALE: Yeah.

MR. ROTENBERG: It's a very complicated, cumbersome, difficult system, and they're trying to propose this to avoid legislation. It's really not the way to go on.

MR. CERASALE: (in fluently) — browse.

MR. MCLAUGHLIN: Is it very fine-print, fue — given your attitude information that no one can really understand?

MR. CERASALE: No. What it does is it puts in your preferences of what you want, whether information should be allowed or not, and Web pages have to be in here and they're not — what they do. And if there's a match, you can go to the Web page. If there isn't, you can't get to that Web page, and the screen.

MR. ROTENBERG: Right. In other words, if you value your privacy and you go online to a website, they'll turn you away, because they're not going to protect your privacy when they try to do business with you.

MR. MCLAUGHLIN: We'll be right back.

(Announcement.)

MR. MCLAUGHLIN: We know that technology can invade privacy in many weird and disturbing ways, but on technology to be used to protect and enhance privacy? We'll put that question to our guests in just a moment, but first here are their distinguishing profiles:


U.S. Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Technology and the Law. Democrat counsel, two years.

Georgetown University Law Center, adjunct professor, 10 years and currently.

Electronic Privacy Information Center, EPIC director, seven years and currently.

Awards: Your 2000 Robert Wister Award for Professional and Social Responsibility. Named one of the 50 Most Influential People on the Internet by Newsweek and one of the 25 Leaders of the New Economy by Business Week.

Editor, two books, including "Technology and Privacy."

Tournament chess player, one of the top players in the nation's capital.

Marc Rosenbarg.


Westminster University, B.A. U.S. Army, specialist, two years. University of Virginia School of Law, doctor of laws.

U.S. Postal Service, Office of Finance and Classification Law, three years. Postal Rate Commission, three years.

Federal Trade Commission, attorney advisor to Chairman Abramowitz, worked on antitrust and advertising issues, one year.

U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Post Office and Civil Service, deputy general counsel, three years.

Directors Marketing Association, senior vice president, six years and currently.

Gerald Edward Cerasale.

The city of Tampa, Florida, has installed video-camera which remotely monitors the faces of people in areas of the downtown district, and these are sorted out against the database of known criminals. So you have video monitors backed up by computer recognition technology.

This leads, Dick Armey, who is the majority leader in the United States House of Representatives to say with great precision, "This is a false-aware-surveillance system. Do we really want a society where one cannot walk down the street without Big Brother tracking one every move?"
Is Army right? I ask you, Marc Rosenberg.

MR. ROTENBERG: I think Mr. Army is absolutely right on this one. I think we need to take immediate steps to expand the use of these cameras in public places and also to understand the role of the Department of Defense in funding the research on monitoring American citizens on our own soil.

MRS. MCLAUGHLIN: What about the FBI carnivore program? I believe that Mr. Army is opposed to that, too.

MR. ROTENBERG: Yes, as are we, in fact, we are in the midst right now of litigation with the FBI over this. We do not.

MRS. MCLAUGHLIN: What's the flap?

MR. ROTENBERG: The question is whether the bureau can use a system of surveillance that captures all traffic moving across the Internet without satisfying the appropriate standard under the federal wiretap statute. We don't think they're complying with the law.

MRS. MCLAUGHLIN: And what is the present state of affair?

MR. ROTENBERG: Well, so far, the best that they can do is rename the program, but, of course, that doesn't stop the problem from getting away. This is another area where we think Congress should get involved, look closely, and decide if it's appropriate for the U.S. government to continue...

MRS. MCLAUGHLIN: This is not really your area of concern, is it, either the Carnivore or those cameras in Tampa?

MR. CERASELLE: No, it's not, but we don't think the government should be using that information — that's a special thing with a power of the state and a police power, and that's why we fight government profiling at marketing data.

MR. MCLAUGHLIN: It's been a real challenge. I want to thank you both for being here — Jerry Cerasette and Marc Rosenberg.
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BODY: I recall one of my high school teachers who told us the FBI was all-seeing and all-knowing.

But just what do they see and what do they know?

Richard Smith, the Massachusetts-based chief technology officer of the Denver-based Privacy Foundation (www.privacyfoundation.org), said the Federal Bureau of Investigation spent $8 million last year with ChoicePoint, an Alpharetta, Ga., database firm.

Smith said the FBI was buying dossiers on almost every adult living in the United States.

ChoicePoint formerly was part of Equifax, one of the three U.S. credit bureaus. The company uses Social Security numbers as an identifier as it compiles information about people from credit reports and public records (property tax documents, professional license applications, court files, etc.). It then sells that information to businesses, governments and other agencies.

Smith said he obtained his report from ChoicePoint. It was more than 60 pages long with information about him and his wife. He also said it contained more misinformation than true facts, making him question how the FBI could use it in any meaningful way.

If you want to see your own dossier, you can order it (the cost is $20) through CardInfoTek, which is owned by ChoicePoint at www.cardinfo.com, public company info.

Our investigative personnel were encouraged to treat public record database information as you would any other source. Verify the information before you "dig down" any deeper to make an arrest.

[Note: The text is a mix of conversation and investigative report, with a focus on privacy and the use of surveillance technology.]
Gramm-Leech-Bliley Act

- Limits access to Credit Header information.
  - It does have a law enforcement exception, however at least one of the credit bureaus has stated they will no longer make credit header information.
- Lawsuit of IRSG and TransUnion versus FTC
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